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MONTREAL (CPS-CUP)- The
following is the Manifesto of the
Front de Liberation Quebecois
(FLQ), a separatist, socialist
organization currently holding
British Attache James R. Cross
captive. The FLQ previously killed
Quebec Labor Minister Pierre
Laporte because their demands were
not met; Cross apparently is still
alive.
One of the FLQ's demands for
Cross' release is dissemination of this
manifesto.
It was discovered by police
authorities in August, 1970, and was
written in May,1970. The document
was obtained by the Canadian
University Press (CUP) from a
bi-lingual sister in Montreal.·
QLF Objectives
1) We want to answer the
challenge of the status quo. We want
to answer the challenge of the
businessmen who believe they can
maintain the current political and
economic system by sowing the fear
of change among the population.
To the threats of the Royal Trust
we oppose real bombs. All we are
doing is answering violence with
counter-violence.
We are defending ourselves against
the constant attacks of the
anti-worker, anti-Quebec forces that
make up the financial institutions,
the big companies, the chamber of
commerce, etc., who are all
maintained by the Liberal Party and
Trudeau-Bourassa.
2) We are attacking the economic
organs that use puppet politicians
who speak French (like Trudeau Bourassa - Drapeau) to protect their
interests, and with whom people
periodically have "dialogue" in that
phony exercise in democracyelections.
3) We are fighting this clique of
exploiters who make up the
capitalist bourgeoisie that is
dominated by Anglo-American
financiers,' and which some
ambitious French-Canadians have
been collaborating.
4) We are fighting all forms of
exploitation, the most blatant being
linguistic segregation: the necessity
to speak two languages because we
are Quebecois. Our colonist bosses who are victims of American
imperialism. We support the struggle
are responsible for this.
led
by those first exploited on this
5) We are fighting all sorts of
racisms, discrimination and continent, the Indians. We are in
segregation_ We are in solidarity with solidarity with the American blacks
and Puerto Ricans who are fighting
all struggles being waged by people Yankee
capitalism.

FLQ's Goal 011tlirted irt Manifesto:
~1zswer Challenge of Statzls Q1lo'

of information, and who are trying
to make it seem that we are the
enemies of the people of Quebec. It
is up to the free intellectuals
(freethinking) to denounce this
monopoly of information.
9) The FLQ is in solidarity with
all Quebecois movements that are
6) We are with all workers who
militating for real economic
immigrated· to Quebec and with
liberation of Quebec workers and are
whom we want to fight our common
fighting for the political
enemy: Anglo-American capitalism.
emancipation of Quebec. It will be
We want to wage the struggle for
independence or destruction.
national liberation with all workers.
Means (Moyen D'Action)
7) While supporting all trade
1) To fight the reactionary forces
union struggles, the FLQ hopes
who are effectively working against
unionzied workers will throw
the Quebec people it is urgent that
themselves vigorously into the we form a common front (front
second front. As soon as possible
commun) of all the progressive
workers' representatives must replace
forces in Quebec. It is necessary to
the people's phony representatives in
end our isolation which plays into
Parliament. When a real workers'
the hands of the establishment. We
party is created, then FLQ qill no
must continue the fight together.
longer have a reason to exist.
The enemies of our enemies are our
8) The FLQ is fighting the owners
friends.
of the means of communication
2) This common front will reunite
the numerous movements,
committees and popular associations
that are currently militating in favor
of a real democrfiCY, real economic
liberation, cultural revolution and
for independence and socialism in
Quebec.
3) The leaders of all these
movements in coordination with the
political committees of trade unions
must meet together to establish a
base together to participate in the
publishing of a manifesto and to
elaborate total strategy (strategie
globale) that will respect the
particular characteristics of each of
the movements.
4) This committPe of the common
front that will unite all the delegates
of the different movements
associations and small groups wili
orient action, co ordmatP and
mobilize for it. To do this it can:
"Work for the diffusion of
documentation and furnish analysis
and propaganda;
_,_
''Organize r<~aceful
demonstrations (manifestations
pacifiques), the aim of which is to
politicize large numbers of people;
"Contact militant trade unionists
put themselws at the service of
and
(moyen d'axxinformation) who are workers'
strugglps;
trying to make us believe that the
the politieal action of
current government serves all of the"Explain
FLQ."
society. The current government
5) Help the Front de Liberation
serves only those who finance it.
to diffuse this manifPsto
Quebecois
We are fighting these eapitalists
in your area and explain the political
who monopolize all the major means objectivt•s
of the FLQ.
I

Females Face Med. School Bias
Admission Regulations Stiffer, Report Finds

I

I

I
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By FLOYD NORRIS
WASHINGTON (CPS)- The usually make no provision for awards we sentimentally observe
first study of the attitudes of U.S. pregnancy, expecting the student the notion that conception is an
medical schools toward women to lose as little time as possible. act of God."
Baylor University College of
students has concluded that there Kaplan concludes that "the most
startling and frequent Medicine comments that "if
is widespread discrimination in
observations from many schools
admission and a callous attitude among which are some of "th~ necessary, the woman with
children is given as much
toward the problems of those
most progressive and highly flexibility as is practical in the
women who are admitted,
The study, conducted by regarded ones in the world, is that arrangement of courses of study,
Professor Harold I. Kaplan of the most pregnant medical students, but pregnancy is no substitute for
New York College of Medicine, is after bearing a child, return to a aca d ernie achievement and
published in the September issue full academic schedule in from ultimate qualification."
The University of Alberta
of "The Woman Physician" the three days to two weeks; this
journal of the American M~dical observation, taken for granted by apparently believes that only
Women's Assn. He sent the medical schools, skirts the married mothers can go without
issue that such a post-partum l'est after childbirth, stating "If a
questionnaires to all medical recovery
period is inadequate for medical student becomes pregnant
schools in the United States and
a
woman
and potentially during her medical school year,
Canada, receiving replies from dangerous to her
health.
her educational process is not
well ove1· 95 percent of the
"Furthermore,"
Kaplan affected. If she is married she has
schools.
continues, "the unstated reason
Only nine percent of American for students returning to work her baby; if she is single we ask
doctors are women, a figure which after such an inadequately short her to leave the school, have her
is drastically lower than the recovery period is usually because baby and return and we would fit
corresponding figures in both there has been no provision made her into the program at an
i
easter and western Europe. For for their absense and they fear appropriate level."
The callous treatment of the
example, 24 percent of British that they will lose the academic
doctors and 65 percent of Russian year's credit if they stay out pregnant medical student is
physicians are women.
unmatched in the rest of the
longer."
Free phones are just a few feet
world. Kaplan writes, "The fact is
Kaplan found that one reason
away
"'but apparently this UNM
Kaplan's conclusion is backed
for this is prejudice against by numerous comments from that educational conditions and
student prefers to speak with his
women medical students on the medical schools, which generally climate appear to be considerably
coed in the old Shakespearean <,t,
Romeo
part of the schools that train see the problem as being the more humane, intelligent and
manner. This scene occurred in
them. One western medical school student's, not the school's. The flexible outside the United States
front of Hokona Hall. UNM
stated, "In this school we have University of Texas Medical
(please turn to page 4)
Police, however, didn't approve
not been overly impressed with
and chased him away.
the women that have been Branch at Galveston, after
admitted to medicine even though explaining that women with
academically they arc entirely children "tend to be discouraged"
from applying, writes " ... if the
satisfactory."
student
becomes pregnant the
Although single women are not
typcial
course
of events is for her
very welcome, Kaplan found that
to
lose
as
little
as three days and
MONTREAL (UPI)- Pierre the square to hold back the
married women, especially if they
place for security reasons.
have children, are even less sought as much as 10 days from classes as Laporte, murdered by public_
In St. Lambert, the quiet
a
result
of
childbirth
...
We
have
French-Canadian
terrorists,
went
after. "We have admitted a few
Newsmen Barred
Montreal
suburb where Laporte
found
it
almost
inevitable
that
we
to
his
grave
Tuesday
attended
by
married women without
Newsmen were barred from the was kidnaped off his front lawn
have
a
visit
to
the
Student
Loan
the
leaders
of
his
nation
and
his
children," writes one school, "but
funeral and burial at the request by FLQ gunmen, Mayor James K.
our experience with them has Office for an additional loan or a people-the Quebecois-behind a
of Laporte's widow, Francoise. Stewart, tears in his eyes, told a
been almost uniformly poor. At scholarship, generally a few wall of guards who mingled the
She
resisted the government's plan city council meeting the street
the present we have refused to mo.nths before the baby comes, machinegun with the cross.
for
a state funeral for her where. Laporte lived would be
Laporte's funeral and burial
admit married women with occasionally immediately
husband,
hailed by officials of the renamed "Laporte Street."
afterwards. Again we have been so took place behind the most
children."
government
as a martyr in the
Police still worked over the
When medical schools do far fairly liberal on this if the elaborate security precautions
cause
of
Canadian
unity,
green
and white frame bungalc>!,.lr..
student
is
in
good
standing;
Montreal
has
ever
seen.
accept women students, they
Trudeau and some members of in the suburb of St. Hubert, where
although I suppose in making such
A grim-faced Prime Minister
his cabinet came by helicopter Laporte was held for a week and
Pierre Trudeau walked
from
Ottawa to the funeral. then strangled and stabbed
determinedly ahead of his security
Officials concealed the landing through the heart.
force, deliberately exposing
himself as he cooly surveyed the
crowd with a challenging stare.
Trudeau, repottedly ignoring
"After the students were so
warnings from his own guards, led
upset," Wollman continued "I
the parade of about 250 federal,
talked with Professor Baugh~an
Quebec provincial and Montreal
and discovered he was unclear
"At this school a callous attitude does not prevaiL" Assistant
officials attending the funeral of
about the effects his statement
Dean Diane J. Klepper of the UNM Medical School said she never
had on the class."
Laporte, the Quebec labor
has had the misfortune to have been associated with schools
minister slain while a hostage of
In the retraction Baughman
practicing widespread discrimination.
the separatist Front de Liberation
encouraged all students who
Klepper said, "It's true statistically that women are not as apt to
du Quebec (FLQ).
disagreed with him to speak with
go into medicine as men." She noted, however, that because women
him personally.
Police intensified the hunt for
aren't as numerous in the medical profession as men doesn't
the FLQ terrorists who still held
Another chapter is concluded
necessarily imply women aren't as capable of handling a doctor's
British Trade Commissioner James
in the continuing saga of English
responsibilities. She said, "Wo-'!len hav~ generally. been eivcrted to
R. Cross, kidnaped 15 days ago.
Professor Ernest Baughman versus
different interests such as gettmg marrted and bemg mothers. But
City and provincial police,
the "ugly culture." Before his
medicine can be a very satisfying career if a woman is willing to
Royal Canadian Mounted Police
work hard."
"American
Life and Thought
and a force from the 4000 federal
Class" Baughman gave an
Klepper said there has been little interest in the past to tailoring
troops mobilized to guard the city
explanation of his asceticism and
training schedules and job opportunities to women's needs. But, she
against FLQ terrorists ringed the
the
thoughts leading him to
said the UNM Medict~l School is prepared to help women medical
church and the Place D'Armes
confine
long-hairs to a segment of
students and male students with unusual family responsibilities
over which it stands,
the room out of view.
(divorced male student with child, or pregnant female student),
Troops clustered on the steps
Donna Hughart, a former
"Provisions would be made here for a woman to make up any
of the church with
student, said Baughman issued his
time lost due to pregnancy. The attitude throughout the school is to
'.
. -~'
submachineguns and radios. Fixed
apology about three weeks ago
go out of the way to make provisions for such situations," said
bayonets glittered on the rifles of and said he had felt those with an
Klepper. She said all considerations would be made on an individual
those in the square.
unkempt appearance might
basis and scheduling would have to be divised to prevent additional
The funeral cortege, 40 cars "hamper a well-functioning class."
work loads for other resident house staff members (graduates
long, was preceded by squads of
At the first class meeting in
working at Bernalillo County Medical Center). "We don't want to
motorcycle policemen, red lights September
Baughman said he
increase the workload of anyone. That could cause resentment."
flashing and the casket was wanted those with long hair and
Klepper said the UNM Medical School is as progressive along these
followed into the church by his otherwise unkempt appearance to
lines as most medical schools.
widow, and his two daughters, 20 sit in a specific corner of the
Some changes in the facilities and programs have been made since
The enrollment in Baughman's
and 10 years old.
room. The students objected, and course dropped sharply, Wollman
Klepper came to UNM. ~ot only are individual P~':g~ams availa~le to
A man in his late 60's, among
with the help of ASUNM
meri and women medtcal , students, but fac1htJes for res1dent
the
approximately 2000 persons President Eric Nelson gathered said. Of the 45 students who
graduates studying specialties at the BCMC have been made.
gathered in the square, fainted written statements of complaints registered about 20 remain.
Overnight female housing has been provided in the medical center
"The student government is not
against one of the steel fences from about 25 percent of the
for women resident doctors scheduled f'or duty overnight. Klepper
erected by the army to hold back class. These were presented to going to take any further actiow
said "When 1 got here the men had sle'eping quarters in the hospital
unless the issue comes up again "
the public.
Dean of Arts and Sciences Nelson said.
but 'the women had to go and find somewhere to sleep-an empty
' '
Laporte was buried in the Cote Nathaniel Wollman.
had somewhere. Now we have separt~te sleeping and restroom
. The channels through which a
Des
Neiges
(snowy
slopes)
facilities."
Wollman said the situation that
cemetery on Mount Royal, the existed in the class was one of student may seek redress for
The UNM Medical School has more than the national avere of
hill that gave Montreal its name misunderstanding between alleged infringment on his rights
women students enrolled. This year there are 19 women students
nnd ovel'looks the city, now the students and the professor. "The as a student is presently being
out of a class of 153 future doctors.
center of the struggle over which students felt Professor Baughman considered by a sub-committee of
To get women actively interested in medicine as a professional,
Laporte died-the future role of was making specific demands on the All- University Governance
Klepper said "more will have to be done. If you can find the right
French Canada and its people, the them. I don't think he had this Committee. Wollman expressed
woman intc~asted in career or career and family both, she should be
the difficulty of finding a code of
proud "Quebecois" of the objective in mind. He had no behavior.
encour~ged. More women would practice medicine if jobs were Canadian
nation.
power or authority to penalize a
available requiring a set number of work hours so the woman could
"The problem is how we reach
Police
with dogs scoured the student who did not abide by
spend time to take care of family responsibilities."
some
code of behavior without
church before the services for these standards."
As far as medical education goes, Klepper said, "Some medical
creating it," Wollman said. "It is
persons
hidde11
in
the
building,
"The freaks were afraid they difficult and perhaps undesirable
school administrations just aren't willing to make any
and
checked
manholes
and
sewe1·
would
be academically
considerations, so they don't think encouraging women students is
lines in the Place D'Armes in front discriminated against," Hughart to fashion such a code which may
worthwhile."
restrict. freedom. It is a very
of it. Steel fences were erected in said.
touchy thing."
Wednesday, October 21, 1970
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Quebecois, Trudeau Bury Laporte

Women Get Fair Shake

Med School Unbiased

Be11za..
•
P011Ing
y 0 ur
•
Conscience

B PHIL BACA
Y
1) H o w many of you have
contributed time and effort to go
down to your city slums to help the
poor and u~derpriyilegedby cleaning
and upgradmg therr areas; have takeQ
~he time to talk t~ the pe~pt~ 'livinl}
m that ar~a ~d trte<Mo revttahze t~l} .
latent prtde m themselves and thelt
community; have'ta:kentime to tutor

the school aged in their difficult
subjects; have taken the time to visit other drugs; or are spending part of
our city and county jails and talked your earning or allowance on some
to prisoners and encouraged them to type of drug; or spent aU afternoon
giving them hope and faith in at your Union snack bar drinking
cokes and coffee philosophyzing on
themselves?
what should be done about the
2) How many of you have
oppressed?
contributed your time and efforts to
5) How many of you have
participate in a student strike which
ended up by destroying part of your protested bitterly against U.S.
campus and injuring many of your involvement in the civil war in South
fellow students; have taken the time Vietnam; against our planes
to prepare for this strike by tutoring destroying a portion of South
others in disruptive procedures; Vietnam's tillable land; against our
expended the energy required to bombing war supply manufacturing
prevent your fellow students from cities in North Vietnam, at time
exercising their right to attend class? hitting residential areas; against our
invasion of Cambodia; against the
3) How many of you have
contributed money to help peoJ?le in U.S. Southeast Asian policy?
6) How many of you have
slums by starting a co-op credit
protested
·bitterly against North
union or helped pay the cost of
remodeling their homes; or donated Vietnam's (NV) involvement in the
money to help some family in civil war in South Vietnam; against
distress in your city; or given your NV troops attacking hospitals,
extra change to help the people in schools, orphanages and churches in
Peru during their recent earthquake a hit-and-run fashion; against NV
disaster; or donated money to your troops entering and destroying
local Community Chest, Quebrar, anti-Viet Cong villages ana subjecting'
Care or other philanthropic the village chief to inhuman torture
organizations?
and death; against NV storing
4) How many of you have spent ·gig an tic arsenals of weapons in
your money doWn 'l'it the'local ,bar. Cambodia and the DMZ for future
drin.I,dng ~nd ·discussing the plight of use against Southeast Asia people;
the pe:or and ilederprivileged; or against NC Southeast Asian policy?
If you answered one, three and six
gbne to a rock festival and spent
"nay/' ~tld two, four and five "aye,"
money lavishly on grass, pot and
then you are a hypocrite.

Lobo
Letter
Polt"cv

The Lobo welcomes letters""to
the editor. All h~tters must be no
longer than 250 words
typewritten and double spaced:
Sender's name, address and
telephone number must be
included with the letter or it will
not be considered for
publication. Names will not be
:vithheld upon request. If a letter
IS from a group, please include a
name, telephone number and
address of a group member. The
letter will carry that name plus
the name of the group.
'
The Lobo will publish letters
as space and the number of
letters received allows.
The Lobo also welcomes
~ertlas. Bernas are unsolicited
srgned guest editorials which d~
n~t ~ece s sarily reflect the
edttonal policy of The Lobo or
the policy of ASUNM GSA or
UNM. Bernas may be a~y .length, 1
~ut, m.ay be cut due ·to space '
hmttatrous.

Baughman
Apologizes
For Remarks
On LongHair

~

City Power Failure
Triggers Vandalism
A massive power failure
triggered several acts of vandalism
on and around the UNM campus
Tuesday night, including the theft
of stamp machines from the
Union and damage to several
second floor rooms in the same
building.
The power failure, caused when
a jumper cable apparently fell off
causing a short circuit in the
Public Service Company's Prager
Generating Station near 12th NW
and I-40, lasted for nearly 90
minutes.
Union officials reported that
two stamp machines were stolen
from the information desk shortly
'after the lights went out at about
8 p.m. They also said some of the ,
rooms on the second floor were
broken into at the same time but
that the extent of damage could
not be determined until today.
Campus police reported the
remainder of the campus was
fairly quiet "considering the

UANI~JOfUN
:*PEGIAt-.

circumstances." They added,
however, that "certain" other
buildings would be checked today
to determine if any had been
damaged.

!
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'Practical, Institutional Embodiment of Shrinking Planet'

If
i

By CASEY CHURCH
0 n the eve of its 25th of affairs of military national contrasting this with the unilateral
anniversary the United Nations interest has lead to a very action taken by large nations such
pessimistic view of the strength of
(UN) was categorized by the
as the United States and the
UN.
Secretary General U Thant as a
Soviet Union.
One of the most significant UN
''practical, institutional
The United States has often
Charter
modifications that shoul,i
embodiment of the needs of
simply
avoided taking issues
nations of a shrinking planet" be made is to "strengthen the before either the UN or the World
serving a "hard-headed, peace·keeping function, which is Court, he said.
enlightened self-interest" of hamstrung as it is, The
The UN however has become a
peace-keeping provision has not
nations.
viable world political force for the
The areas of needs into which worked out as intended due to smaller nations as evidenced by a
the UN has ventured are our own and other nation's 200 percent membership increase
widespread, ranging from the unilateral actions," said Joseph in its first 25 years. The
mundane logistics of the Universal Willis, vice president of the membership now stands at 126,
Postal Union to the futuristic Albuquerque chapter of the UN compared to the 49 original
Association.
products of the UN Committee on
signatories of the UN charter in
Such a view, while accurate in 1945.
the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space,
a ban on nuclear weaponry in terms of the military
The General Assembly, in
space, negotiated in 1967, and a manipulation of large powers does which all member nations have
Treaty on the Rescue and Return not take into account the equal vote, has expanded beyond
ever-increasing importance of the
of Astronauts in 1968.
its charter specified advisory
UN to the world's smaller and function
Known most popularly through newer
into a major
nations.
attempted peacekeCJping actions in
policy-making body,
The UN is the major focus of
the world's hotspots, the UN has
"These (the middle-sized and
the
foreign policy of many of the
used troops, negotiators and
small
powers) find their influence
permanently stationed observer smaller nations of Africa and East best and most effectively
teams in attempts to head off Europe, said Edwin Hoyt, UNM expressed through the UN. Here
another major war. The political scientist.
their voice is heard; here it has
When a nation like Sweden, for meaning; here it can be combined
reluctance of many nations and
all of the great powers, to accede example, runs into a dispute, the with other voices to constitute an
to UN jurisdiction in settlement first thing they do is find out effective third force that has often
what the law is, said Hoyt, carried the day in world policy,"

In other incidents of vandalism
near the campus the Albuquerque
city police reported that
motorcycle traffic officers were
hit by rocks thrown from Yale
Park and that a window in
Butterfield Jewelers, just across
Central from the park, was
broken. Police said they could not
immediately determine if any
thing was stolen from the store.
·City police also reported
checking on several other burglar
alarms throughout the city, many
of which were apparently set off
by the power failure itself. At
least two fire alarm boxes were set
off when the power failed.
The blackout also forced the
cancellation of a play and the
delay of a ballet performance on
campus. The play, "Oh What a
Lovely War " was a dress rehearsal
being perfo'rmed fpr high school
students.
"The blackout began just at the
moment the curtain was about to
go up. Everybody stayed so the
cast entertained with a sort of
impromptu show, contempor~ry
songs and a few productwn
numb~rs from the show," said
Tuck Copp, Rodey Theatre box
office manager.
In Popejoy Hall the Nikolais
Dance Theater performance was
delayed for 90 minutes.

Ehadd:a's
..
IS

49er's Day

UNM coeds are invited to New Mexico Tech's annual 49er's day
celebration in Socorro, Oct. 24, A rock band and a Western ~and
will play until 2 a.m. and a jug band will play all night. There 'YI!l ~e
a barbeque, carnival activities and fl dance, Dates .for the affa1r '_Vl1l
be computer arranged. Everything IS fre.e-b~ses ":dlleave the Umo,n
at 9 a.m. Saturday. Further informatiOn IS avadable at Hokona s
main desk.

•

8 People Dead zn California Slayings
By United Press Internat.ional
Five persons whose bod1es were
found in the swimming pool of a
flaming hilltop mansion
apparently were bound and
blindfolded with silk scarves, then
shot to death from behind, police
said Tuesday.
. , .
"It was like an execut10n, sa1d
Sheriff's Lt. Kenneth Pittenger.
The victims were Victor M.
Ohta, 47, a wealthy
Japanese-American eye doctor;. h1s
wife Virginia 41; his sons Derr1ck,
1 2 and T~ggart, 11; and his
see~etary, Dorothy Cadwallader,
38.
d
Their bodies were foun,
Monday night outside Ohtas
$300 000 home 100 miles south
of S~n Francisco along northern
California's spectacu):>r coastline.
Paso Robles
In Paso Robles, an argument
a guitar probably triggered
of a
man, his

wife and their 4-year-old
daughter, the San Luis Obispo
County sheriff's office said
Tuesday.
A spokesman said an argument
developed when Ronald Barnes,
27 refused to give a guitar and an
arn'plifier to John Archa, 26, and
his half brothers, Dennis, 14 and
Kenny, 13.
As a result, according to the
sheriff's office, Barnes was killed
and his body stuffed in the trunk
of his car; Mrs. Betty Barnes, 25,
was killed in the Barnes' home in
the small community of Shandon
near Paso Robles, and the
4-year-old daughter, Shell:\:', was
carried away and tossed mto a
canal nearly 50 miles away,
possibly alive at the time.
.
An infant son was found m the
Barnes' home uninjured in his
crib.
Soquel
The Soquel, Calif. area is
dotted with the homes of the rich
and middle class, but also with
hippie communes and wandering
young people, some of whom the
0 h tas had "chased off" their
property more than once,
according to friends.
Santa Cruz County Sheriff
Douglas James called the ma~s
murders "the most gruesome m
county history,"
He said more than one killer
was probably involved, but police
had no motive, no weapon and
only one solid lead-a green
Oldsmobile station wagon, one of
the Ohtas' three cars, which was
missing from the house.
James said bodies of the Ohtas
and their sons were found at the

bottom of the kidney-shaped
pool, surrounded by three wings
of the spawling wood and s_tone
house
on a steep ndge
overlo~king the Pacific. The
secretary's body was floating on
the surface.
The killers apparently shot the
victims set the house on fire,
blocked both entrance driveways
with Ohta's red Rolls Royce and
the secretary's Lincoln
Continental and escaped in the
station wagon.
Ohta and his wife, the former
Virginia Ann Tobias of Streator,
Ill. were to have attended a 7:15
p.~. dinner at Dominican Santa
Cruz Hospital, and Cadawallader
was to sit with the boys.
But the bodies were all found
in sports clothes, indicating the
killers arrived before the Ohtas
began to dress for dinner.
Fresno
In Fresno, the three A~c~as
were held on charges of susp1c1on
of murder-the older Archa in the
Fresno County jail, and two
youths in juvenile hall.
Sheriff Larry Mansfit>ld said
Barnes and Archa had known each
other four years and Archa left
Fresno late Sunday night to visit
with Barnes. Archa called Barnes
about midnight, according .to
Mansfield saying he was havmg
car troubie and asking for help.
Barnes never returned. Mrs.
Barnes called a friend, but,
meanwhile, the Archa trio
appeared at her home, the sheriff
said.
Mrs. Barnes was found stabbed
to death just inside the slashed
screen door of her home. Her
husband's body was found stuffed
in the trunk of his car two miles
away. The small daughter's body
was recovered by divers in an
irrigation canal near the valley
town of Stratford.
The suspects were traced to
Fresno through an auto license
--·T--fti!-'ffi-IJ-€lc--c;oPI'81--l>V -dcp!!tlt>~ Q\1'_u
neighbol's of the Barnes. ·
The search of the canal was
initiated early Tuesday after
deputies said they received
information tlw child's body
might he found th<'re.
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said Andrew W. Cordier, former
under-secretary in charge of the
General Assembly affairs, in a
recent chronology of UN events.
More matters have been put
before the General Assembly and
it has become a sounding board
for the racial, colonial and
economic development problems
of the emerging nations to a much
greater extent than originally
conceived, said Hoyt.
However the politically
indiscriminate participation of

SupjJoTted by Old Town Gift Shop

City UN Assn. Informs Community
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''Clearing up misconc<'ptions
about the UN" is the reaso11 refugees. I'm still not sure how call-in suicide prevention center,
behind the Albuquerque UN that one turned out," he said.
NAACP workers, juvenile
The center of the local probation officers, religious and
Association.
ThE:' association, supported by chapter's work is the information social leaders who have worked
funds made at a gift shop in Old center and gift shop in Old Town. with narcotics addicts or sought
Town, supplil's speakers to The sale of jewelry, toys, crafts, incrcasl.'d ehurch involvement in
sehools rind civie organi:mtions, kitchenware and household poverty problems and workers in
maintains a lending libmry of ornaments from UNM countries the field of women's rights and
books and films and sponsors pays for Uw center's film and planned parenthood.
public events. in honor of UN book lending library, the speakers
The national UN Association,
bureau and awards program of the of which the local chapter is one
sp<'cial observance days.
chapter.
"We don't try to indoctrinate,
of 200 locals, terms itself a "year
One of the "motivating around clearinghouse" in
we try to inform," said Don
Monison, speaker's bureau factors" in setting up the shop information on the "formulation
chairman, and formet· president of almost seven years ago was the and dissemination of policy views
feeling involved with the on UN issues."
the local UN Association.
assassination
of John Kennedy,
"We often get requests from
Nationally sponsored activities
said
Mrs.
Dorothy
Receconi, include a speaker's service,
public and parochial schools on
any number of topics of manager of the shop.
encouragement of UN week
"One of the aims of the shop obse.rvances and publication of
international interest, mainly
education, aid to children in other was to bri11g people in that VISTA, a magazine covering the
countries and economic wouldn't normally stop at an social and technological programs
information center. It works. of the UN. The most elaborate of
development," said Morrison, a
They
begin to ask questions."
UNM math professor who holds a
the local organization's efforts is
Films
used in the schools, the annual banquet/lecture held
joint appointment at Sandia Corp.
The level of public booklets, books and pamphlets on during UN Week in October,
knowledgeability on the UN is UN activities are available at the which this year is Oct. 19-23. This
"dissappointingly low," said shop, The lending library contains year's guest lecturer will be David
Morrison discussing audience about 25 films "for children and Schoenbrun, former CBS
adults on all the agencies of the commentator, who will talk on
reaction he has met.
UN."
"Young kids are very curious
Help at the gift shop is all "The Search for a New World
and receptive to the information. volunteer, some 35-40 people Order" this Friday.
However, adult audiences are very work shifts during the week and
S choenbrun is now senior
selective. If you advertise a talk range from "junior high kids to lecturer at the Columbia
University Graduate School of
on the UN the people who come elderlr people."
International Affairs, having left
are convinced the UN is a good
"We were surprised to find that CBS in 1963.
thing.
•
besides the volunteer staffers
Schoenbrun's lecture will be at
"You don't reach the people helping us, the work at the gift
who are neutral or unconvinced," shop helped them. Many of the 7:30 p.m. in the Union ballroom
he said.
young people got experience for and will be preceded by a banquet
There are about 15 people on future jobs and many people who at which past presidents of the
the speaker's bureau, but needed to get out, work and gain association will be honored.
Morrison said he "thinks first of some self-confidence could do Tickets for the lecture are $1 and
will be sold at the door.
who would be the best speaker on so," said Receconi.
the topic" and draws on people
Another program sponsored by
from throughout the community the local UN Assoc. chaptel' is the
who are versed in international annual awards for "significant
affairs as well as bureau speakers. contributions to the cause of
RPquests for speakers however human rights" given in connection
have been minimal, with only with the o bsetvance of UN
"about 15" requests this year.
Human Rights Day early in
"We recPntly got a r<'quest December.
from a temple youth l(I'Oup fo1· a
In the past the award has been
speaker well-informed 011 Arab given to the organizer of the
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STUDENT TO STUDENT
PSYCHOLOGICAL FIRST AID
WALK-IN
PHONE-IN
Open Thursday, Ocl. 22
4 p.m. to 12 midnight

LA
Wednesdny,October-21,191,0,

U.S. economy through the
maintenance of the UN
headquarters and diplomatic
missions in New York is "more
than our contribution to the
organization.
"The UN is good for the U.S.
balance of payments, unlike
military expenditures which just
leave the country," Willis said.
Money, who it comes from and
where it is to go, is one of the
major problems of the UN. Many
nations refuse to pay assessments
for peace-keeping . chores and
many of the scientific and
research projects rely on
voluntary rather than assessed
funding. The UN Development
Program, which seeks to foster
increased international
investment, has spent some $1.4
billion in economic surveys and
training and investment projects
in 137 countries. The
International Monetary Funds has
advanced over $7 billion to
nations to prevent competitive
devaluation and currency
fluctuations.
One answer is the channeling of
unilateral foreign aid money
through the UN.

LIVING BATCH
Willis
nations in the UN has caused a
certain amount of hostile feeling
toward the organization in the
United Statr>s,
"There are people that think if
the children in Red China or
another Communist bloc country
get food through UN programs its
is a Communist organization,"
said Willis. "It would be hard to
have a world wide organization
without repn•sentation by the
Communist countries.
"There will be a number of
letters in the papers right now.
They usually show up just before
the UNICEF fund drive (Oct.
31), II
Besides the vocal opponents to
U.S. participation in the UN
activities on political grounds,
some contend the United States is
"wasting money."
However, Willis said the

liMITED
Books and Periodicals
Across Central from
Flagpole
Cosmos, Gomhrowicz
New l'octry by Carruth,
Corso, Bukowski

St:qtcrlwod Is Powerful,
Mo1•gan

OPEN NIGHTS
2406 Central SE

"Home of the World's
Best Hamburger"
Where the food is always good and the
price fits the college student's budget.
OPEN 1 I o.m,·Midnight, Sun.-Thurs.
I 1 o.m.-1 a.m., Fri. and Sat.
1301 Wyoming N.E.
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Dining Room

Beware the Body
Shirt Snatcher!
You're fair game when you wear
a Van Heusen Body Shirt.
Don't lose your shirt to a light-fingered lovely!
'Cause the perfect fitting body shirt from Van
Heusen is meant for YOU, man! It's the trimmer
look for the '70s, sparl1ed by bolder stripes and
solids, new long point collar and 2-button cuffs.
PRIZES! fwo brg Cl'!e~~ lwo ro:..rnd·fttp
flrghts "' SAS SCANDINAVIAN Al~liNES
fo CC'Of'nhagen- ..3T"'d' Majorc.a f:Jr a Swmg
mg. e~pe"'Se·pard ClUB 33 vaeafronr Plus
a bOx M Van Heus~11 Body Shirts for ea~h
of 25 rurlnet-up en tires Easy to enler. jt~st
create your own slogans for our Body Shrrt
•d. Send enlrtes lo College Conies!, VAN

HEUSEN, 411 Frflh Avonue, New York, New

York 10016 Conl<sl vord wh"e prohrbrled

by J•w,

1805 Roma N.E.
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_ _ _ _....,_J
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F?llowing Grand Jury Indictment

Ohio Sheriffs Arrest Six More

KENT, Ohio (UPI)- A former
Kent State University student
wounded the day four students
were shot to death by national
guardsmen was among those
arrested Tuesday on warrants filed
by a special state grand jury which
indicted 25 persons.
Alan Canfora, 21, Barberton,
Ohio, who was struck by a bullet
when guardsmen fired into
demonstrating students, was
among nine students wounded last
May 4.
Others arrested Tuesday were
Douglas C. Cormack, 20,
Willoughby, Ohio; Larry Shub,
19, Cleveland Heights, Ohio;
I\_enneth Hammond, 21, Mayfield
Heights, Ohio; James M. Riggs,
20, Westlake, Ohio, and Joseph B.
Cullum, 21, Canton, Ohio.
Riggs and Cullum, charged with
second degree riot, surrendered to
sheriff's deputies in Ravenna.
Both are Kent students.
Canfora suffered superficial
wounds of the wrist when
guardsmen opened fire during a
campus demonstration. Canfora,

Capture
infinity
with a
wedding
band.
Forever

is NOW.
NOW is
Forever.

Style 350

YOUR PERSONAt SERVICE JEWELER
2312 Central SE • Opposite Popejoy Hall
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charged with second degree riot, in touch with those who know
also was indict<:>d last month by lawyers," MOrgan said.
the regular Portage county grand
"Despite adverse publicity,
jury on narcotics charges.
Kunstler is nonetheless probably
Cormack, who had never
one of the best attorneys in the
attended Kent State, was charged nation."
with first degree riot, interference
Kuristler spoke at Kent Monday
with a fireman at the scene of a
night
and said the indictments
fire and tossing rocks at firemen.
were
a form of "Mississippi
Shub, a former Kent student,
Justice," He said he would send
was indicted on charges of first
and second degree riot and an attorneys to. the campus to
coordinate a defense of those
attempt to burn propet;ty. indicted.
Hammond, a junior at Kent State,
Morgan emphasized that none
was charged with second degree
of
the persons indicted to date
riot.
were
required to accept Kunstler's
Craig Morgan of Upper services.
Arlington, Ohio, student body
The Kent campus was calm
president, was arrested Monday Tuesday.
by Portage county sheriff's
"No matter what we think,
deputies. His arrest touched off a
these
(the findings) are the v.iews
shock wave' on the campus.
of Portage County and or the
At a news conference Tuesday,
majority in America," Tom
Morgan said students were "afraid silent
Kurtz, 22, a senior, said.
to do anything for the very reason
''I think the mood of the
they might harm the case of those
camp us is that people are
indicted."
Morgan, who said he was prejudiced against the students,"
advised by his attorneys not to said Janet Biggs of Shreve, Ohio, a
discuss his case, talked about the junior. "The jury said what the
t·ole of Chicago Seven attorney people wanted to hear."
The special grand jury did not
William Kunstler in a possible
defense of those who were indict any guardsmen, who they
said fired in self defense. The
indicted.
panel
condemned the Kent State
"We are attempting to see that
administration
for its
people who need lawyers are put
"permissive" attitude.

Regents Will Release
N ewGovernance Policy
At an informal meeting with proposals at any early meeting of
their Governance Committee the board" during Friday's
Friday, the UNM Regents restated discussion of the Governance
their position that their Interim Committee's September progress
Policy would be "superseded as report.
soon as there is mutual agreement
An ad hoc faculty committee is
on the ultimate governance now compiling faculty response
policy."
and suggested modifications of
The three regents attending the the policy and is expected to
meeting also solicited "specific present their findings in the near
and constructive suggestions from future.
any University source" concerning
Regents Cyrena Maple, Larry
changes in their Interim Policy, Wilkinson and Norris Bradbury as
adopted Aug, 8.
well as President Ferrel Heady
They indicated the full board attended the meeting, called to
would "consider any such "obtain their reactions and
suggestions concerning the work
of the committee", said Edwin
Hoyt, chairman of the Gommittee
on All-University Governance
yesterday.
''The committee will be
presenting the first of its
proposals, concerning a faculty
senate, in the very near future,"
said Hoyt.
Discussion at the meeting
centered on the "grievance and
disciplinary procedures" under
consideration by the governance
group, Hoyt said,
The Committee on
All-University Governance is
comprised of students, faculty
and administrators and was
constituted by the Regents in the
fall of 1969.

The
DingoMan.
He's no
Ordinary
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He's Joe Namath.
Boots arc his thing.
They're part of his image.
know~ just how to wear
With style.
He knows when to wear
them too. Whenever
he feels like it.
But don't try to eon
The DingoMan into a boot
made by a shoemaker.
4lis boots are real.
The label iu~ide all of
them rends, "Dingo".
ff you don't believe us,
ask any girl Joe Namath
knows.

dingo
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8 r~ FIRST QUALITY ALL WAYS
FIRST AND GOLD SW

PHONE 247-434:7

UNM Style

By United Press International

Army Ends Case Against Mitchell

I

FT. HOOD, Tex.-The Army, calling only three witnesses who said
they saw S. Sgt. David Mitchell aim and fire his combat rifle into a
trench filled with Vietnamese men, women and children, abruptly
ended its case Tuesday in the first My Lai massacre court-martial.
Mitchell's attorney said he would ask the military judge Wednesday
to order the Louisiana soldier acquitted on grounds the prosecution
failed to prove him guilty.
An hour after noon on only the second day of the military trial,
Capt. Michael Swan, the prosecuting attorney, said he had finished his
c·ase. He said he had talked with the Pentagon about his decision.
"I felt like it would be advantageous to my case to rest at this time,"
Swan said.
Asked if he thought he proved Mitchell guilty, the prosecutor said, "I
sure do!"
,
Gregory Olsen, a Portland, Ore. college student who served in
Mitcheil's platoon in Vietnam, was the army's only witness Tuesday. He
said he saw Mitchell aim his rifle into a ditch filled with dead and
wounded Vietnamese civilians,
"At that time, I heard M-16 rifle shots," Olsen said. But unlike two
earlier witnesses, Olsen said he could not be sure Mitchell actually fired
into the ditch.

Nixon Campaigns for 'Team'

FORT WAYNE, Incl.-President Nixon campaigned in the rain in Dixie
and the Midwest Tuesday, calling for the election of "Nixon team"
Senatorial candidates and delivering barbs against compulsory school
busing.
A mountain rainstorm was pouring down when Nixon stood hatless
before a crowd of 15,000 in the courthouse square at Asheville, N.C.,
upholding the "neighborhood school concept."
And it was raining hard Tuesday night when he came to Fort Wayne
to boost the Republican candidacy of Rep. Richard Roudebush against
Indiana Democrat Sen, Vance Hartke.
Despite the downpours, the President was thoroughly enjoying his
warmest receptions of his two-day, six·state sweep in a frankly political
cause-to press for the election of GOP candidates for Congress who are
locked in close races with Democrats.

Photos taken at Coronado,
Hokona and La Posada.
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TWA Employes Strike

loverS
lane

WASH!~GTON-About 5400 stewardesses and stewards struck Trans
Worl~ An·lme~ . Tuesday .over demands for higher pay and improved
work~l'!g conditions, forcmg ~ancellation of all its domestic flights and

curtallmg about half of TWA s overseas operations.
The walkout began at midnight after negotiators from the airline and
the Transportation Workers Union failed to agree on a new contract in
talks at National Mediation Board headquarters.
/'>. union spokesman, however, told UPI the airline negotiators had
"retrogressed and are offering less that what they were a month ago."

Admission Regulations
(continued from page I)

for the woman medical student
with or without children,"
In Sweden, similar conditions
prevail, with the pregnant women
paid the same stipend from the
government health insurance as all
other people in need of medical
services. In both countries, as in
most of Europe, day care centers
are available for all children of
working or student mothers.
Thl• American m('dical schools
am caught in a bind. Because this
country has no socialiZl!d health
plans-largely because AmPrican
doctors have 1;o stoutly resisted
them-the mPdical schools must

use their own, limited, funds if
they are to treat women students
in a humane way. So the problem
is ignored.
The medical schools offered a
variety of rl'asons why foreign
countries have more women
doctors, none of which included
the school's discrimination.
Included was the following
comment from Lorna Linda
Medical School: "The qualitative
level of medical education and
111Pdieal practice is significantly
b(•Iow that in tlw United StatPs,
and othc>r areas of endeavor an•
more challenging to ambitious,
energPtic and int£>11ectually
capable young men. Women in
such countries find the study and
practice of medicine satisfying to
their interests in serving their
fellow m<:>n and also their
intellectual ambitions."
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AND THE DEPARTMENT Oil LANGUAGES

UNM

Present
DIRECT FROM MADRID

ES--fA NOCHE
TEATRO
Two plays by Ramon del Valle-Inchan
in Spanish

LA CABEZA DEL BAUTISTA
LA ROSA DE PAPEL

Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hour~, Mnn.-Thurs., 7 a.m,·8 r.rn.
Fri. & Snt., 7 u.rn .• JO p.m.
344,4 I 7?. Owner & dwf J"f"' E. Athons
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SIMON'S DOWNTOWN

Bf-llf:

World

1\IONDAY, October 26-8:15 p.m .

Cold-Brewed B·B-8-Ballantine
P. Unllnnllno S.. Sons, Nowark, Now Jornoy

Wednesday, October 21, 1970

JADE
EAST

Tickets-Adults $2.00, Students $1.50
Tel.-277-.3121
SWANK INC.-Sole Distributor
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Fraternity All-Stars Will Meet
•
Flag Football
Albuquerqzte U
An. interfraternity All·Star
football team will meet the
All-Stars from the University of
Albuquerque on Friday, Nov. 13.
The game, the first of its kind
between the two local schools,
had been in the planning stages
until Monday night when
representatives from UNM met
with a group from U of A to
formalize the contest,
The game will be sponsored by
the Interfraternity Council this
year, although organizers of the
contest hope to expand the

program to dorrn and independent determined by the committee.
Alan Carter, president of the
players in the future.
The flag football match will be Intramural Council, has been
played at U of A this year and if working closely with Dean Lanny
the program continues it will Rominger to set the All·Star game
b e c o m e a r e v o l v i n g up. "We hope to expand this into
other sports and also to open it up
home-and-home yearly contest.
A selection committee will to the whole University when we
meet tonight to determine the get organized," Carter told The
roster for the 25-man UNM team. Lobo.
The selections will be made from
nominations by each fraternity's
intramural manager. One man
from each fraternity will make the
team, and the rest will be

H ous t on G et s
~~~~~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.WAC Honors
Houston Ross, who turned in
his second straight brilliant game
against New Mexico State
Saturday, has this time succeeded
in getting a share of the WAC
Defensive Player - of • the - Week
honors.
The conference office in
Denver has named Ross and Carl
Bower, a middle guard from
Brigham Young, as co-recipients
of the honors.
Ross being named marks the
third Lobo to gain conference
recognition in five games.
Ross tallied 122 defensive
points in the game by making
eight tackles himself and helping
out on 16 others. Last week he
just missed getting the defensive
honors with a 112 point total,
including two interceptions and a
blocked field goal attempt.
Rocky Long was the Lobos'
offensive nominee, but his
performance was eclipsed by Bill
Craigo of UTEP, who passed for
507 yards against Colorado State.
"Houston just had an excellent
game," said coach Rudy Feldman,
"he had 24 tackles against good
runners."
Ross is a junior this year, and
already has a fine season under his
belt. The 219-pound native of
Jersey City, N.J. was named to
the All-WAC second team as a
sophomore.

Der ltlitntrichnltul
POLISH SANDWICH

Co-hit Touch Me" at
I =30 4=IS 7:00 9=33 Special

Cheese
Mustard
Pickel
On A Rye Bun

11

Student Rates

••. a meal i11 itself

tip-off

rcAMPU§ BRIEF§l
Schoenberg

, By ROGER RUVOLO

I.J. Schoenberg, mathematician
from the University of Wisconsin,
will speak at a UNM mathematics
department colloquium Thursday
at 3:30p.m. in biology 100,
Schoenberg will speak on a
solution of Landau's problem
concerning higher derivation on
the half·line. The talk is free and
open to the public.

Seating Arrangement
If you feel like you're one of the underprivileged people
for w!J.om there were no student seats at the last game, there
is some good news for you-you're not looking hard enough.
The UNM athletic department, and more specifically, the
ticket office, is in charge of providing seats for the more than
16,000 people that walk the UNM campus.
The records say that there are enough seats at University
Stadium to hold 30,000 people. The largest crowd ever
gathered at University Stadium was in 1961 for a
Homecoming football match against Utah-before the WAC
was ever even started-when over 29,000 people watched
New Mexic01take a 21-16 victory.
There are 6300 seats out of that number (30,000)
provided for student seating, a little over one fifth of the
total seats. Some of the biggest complaints are that the band,
the Loboettes, and occasional groups that come to give a
halftime performance are taking up the best seats in the
section, which, incidentally, is located on the east side of the
field in the lower middle sections.
Even with these groups, who are students anyway, sitting
in the section, it still hardly ever comes close to being filled.
So far this year, about the largest attendance at any of the
Lobo home games occun-ed at the New Mexico State game
which UNM won, 24-17. 4.825 (including 798 dates - of students) seats were filled, not counting the band, the Boy
Scouts, and whoeve1· else sat in there.
Comparatively, that was a large student congregation. A
week earlier against San Jose State, only 3795 students
passed through the turnstiles to watch the Lobos' 48-25
victory. Perhaps the large crowd when NMSU was here was
due to the "Homecoming" festivities which either did, or
were supposed to, take place.
I don't know if it happens anymore, but even up until last
season there were small contingents of people on hand a
couple of hours before gametime to reserve seats for friends.
But the fact remains that the student SE'ction is a good
section as far as position is concerned, and many people like
to take advantage of that fact. So, as a prPcaution for those
students who want to sit in the section and cannot find a
seat, there are one or two men at eaeh entrance into the
student section (from the main concourse) from the time the
outside gates are opened up until the beginning of the fourth
quarter of the football game. It is therefore unlikely that too
many people hop the bar fence running entrance to entrance
along the main concourse and into the section. Plus, the only
way a student can gain access to the stadium with his student
activity card is through the gate by the visiting team's
dressing room on the north side of the field.
More students are going to have to come to each game
before the ticket office thinks about having to expand on the
6300-seat provision, and from the looks of the way the
Lobos are playing, this might happen before too long. But it
wasn't always like that. A spectator used to be able to show
up in the second quarter and get a seat on the 50-yard line.
Today, one of the inconveniences of a good team is that
there are just plain more people at the games.

Engineer-in-Training
An engineer - in· training
review will be offered by the
UNM department of continuing
education beginning Monday.
The review is designed as a
preparation for the engineer • in ·
training examination which is a
prerequisite to the professional
engineer's examination.
The class meets two nights a
week through March 17. It will
review mathematics and the
fundamentals of engineering
including physics, statics, strength
of materials, dynamics,
thermodynamics, fluid mechanics,
engineering economics, electricity
and chemistry. Tuition for the
course is $50.

The second meeting concerning
the building of the ASUNM park
will be Thursday, Oct. 22 at 3
p.m. in the ASUNM offices
upstairs in the Union.
The purpose of the meeting is
to discuss the latest plans on the
park and to arrange a new meeting
time.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO

<floreign Car Specialists

Delta Sigma Pi Pledge Class; Union,
room 231-A; 6:30p.m.
Delta Sigma Pi; Union, room 230; 7

333 Wyoming Blvd. :\E
255·5901
Free Estimates

p.m.
Student Senate; Union, room 129; 7
p.m.

BLOOI> PlASMA DONOR CENTER
Tucs.-Sat. 8·5

High Speed XEROX COP! ES-Se-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
other locations in Win rock Center,
SIMMS BUILD! NG Nctionallluilding & 120Mcdeira NE
·2~J-110§ ••
t
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LOST & FOUND

2)
t

••••

STOLEN FR!./afternoon by flag pole 305
ec. Yamnbn. signa upside down on blnck/
white s.ms tank. License no. M-23404, engine no. M1·30089. NQA 243-2026. 10/23
$20 REWARD for informntion leading to
return of Red Colutnbin bicycle, three

3)

hn.ndgrip gear, serial No. S095152.

SEUVICES

progrntn. Mee-ting Wed. 10/21/70 nt 5:3op.m. Mitchell Hall 116. 242-3640 after
6 :oo. 10/22
TYPING~fnst. experienced service-electric-rensonable. 119 Vnsstu SE. 247~
2942 anytime. 10/22
n14T

5)

FOR SALE

I•'OUR SMAI.,L used dining room sets. Perfect for smniJ np_artments. $14.95 to
$19.95 eaeh. Unit.erl Freight Sale3, 3!120
San lila teo NE. I 0121
I960 VOLKSWAGEN SQUAREBACK: in
excellent condition: 28,000 rnH~; dark
blue; luggage raC'lt~ two qno"·. t· ... ~ n .. ti
rimsi r & h; excellent gas mrleagc and
JoY!'" maint.etlnnee cost: $I 850; eontaet
fo'nth<'r llil1 t..rews ;,::q ~-~Glu lOfikeJ or
26~-R245 (homel. I0/27
PORTABLE ZENITH flip-top stereo with
separate woodgrain spealters~$23.00 or
best offer. Call 265-32R7. 10/27
1970 HONDA 175 street like. 842-6832. 204
Stanford SE. Kathy. 10/27
1970 STEREO CONSOLES (walnut) 4speaker, $88. Also stereo component sy.stetns romplete with ·Garrard changer,
speakers and dust ('OVe.r. J<}xtra jacks on
additional tap(! deck. S79.n5 or monthly
llnyments. Unjtcd Frejgh~t.Snles. 3920,Snn
Mateo Nl<:. 9-9 Mon.-I• r1. Sat unt1I ~·
8 NJ1~W ZIG ZAG Scwjng J\1nchines with
fuJI factory gunrantec>. _Nat10nnlly advertised brand to be sold for S35 (lach.
Monthly payments avaiJ~bi('. These rna.~
('hin('s mnY be inspected m war<.'hotL"le at
UNlTED FREIGHT Sff"Es. 3020 ,San
Mntt•o Nil}, 9-9 1\lon.-J• r1. Sat. unttl G.
PORTABLE STEREO for sale. GE. about
three )'(l-am olrl, hut it sounds IJr(lotty good.
(Sounds jmt like a. lOOW l•'islter when
you're stoned.) Just layer! out S12.5q to
fix n ~tJcnlt<'l', ~o you bt•ttt-.r npprc<.'m.tc
my price o£ $25. 243-0619. Leave rnes·
a><e for Chuck. 10/26 - - - - : - : - lOGH TRIUMPH r.oo-Trophy. Low mil~a;;~;
good condition. $826 or best offer. Phone
277-4279. 10 12,_:6;.._.~---::---::::-:-1007 MUSTANG, yellow, good condition.
Best offer. Call 277-2089. 10/26
WHOLE ~JARTH CATALOGS::-an-d:-s-u-p-:pl;-emento. All editions. Call Mnggie. 24314a8. 10/23
MGA 1600 f0-a:-ir-co-n-,d77
it:-io~n-,_n_e\_v-;-to_p_a~nd
other things. Call 344-3947. 10/21
1952 JEEP S.W., !our wheel drive. Ca~l
after 5 pm. 200-8R64. 19/21
TRA VJ~LING SKI LODGg. 1069 VW c1L9tom made. One of n kind. 24,000 miles.
Rerrl~ei:'ntor; stove, air-conditioning, ski
JockerB, perfect condition. Private party.
Asking $4300. 345·1717. 10/22

TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO

6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255-0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ago Required

Wednesday, October 21, 1970

cut study time. BVELYN WOOD READ·
lNG DYNAMICS. Class starts Monday,
Oct. 27. 6-9 pm. For information call
2GG·n761. 10/27
HELEN, since Mnmmn. won't l,ct me al!e
you anymore, get yout• portr~ut made nt
the University Jlhoto Ser"'tcc. Waldo.
10/21
UNM ARTISTS whnt are you doing 1 Submit your cren.tions for pubHcntion in tha
Thunderbird. Deadline Oct. 30, Rm. 205.
Journalism Illdg. 10/20

TYPING by cxpericttt'.cd profes.rtiannl; rea...
sonnulc rates: quick service; 265·6364/2776323. 10/26
DIETING "I Get help from exPerimental

Rodey Play

518 Ceniral S.W.
Ph. 243·0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Bo<>k
Store Now Open. Adult.llooks,
Magazines, Omm Film
Open 7 am I<> Midnih•
Quarter Arced<>
Admi.,lon, $4.00 (Movie)

PERSONALS

1)

FREE adorable kittens, multic.olor, includin~.. ~·le "t.ortoise- sheU/' Cull ~77-27!11, befo~c 4 pm. 10/27_ _ _ _ _ _-:---:
WILL TRADE TWO bedroom apartment
($120) neat• university for onn bedroom
nnartmcnt or house (aPJ>l'OX. $GO}. Call
· after 6 Jlm. 242-3684. 10/21
IN'rERESTED-ii-t MEETiNG girl with
whom I ~mok(~ nhout Phil Orhs. Call
243-1662 between 6-"/pm, 10/26 _ _

Call Mark 877-9181. 10/W

"Oh What a Lovely War," by
Charles Chilton opens tonight at
8:15 ut Hodey Th<>ater: Tickets
for the musical revue satirizing
World War I ar<> available at the
box office. Hours 1 to 5
wc<>kdays. Runs through Sunday.

EROS

Classified Advertjsing
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque. N.M. 87106

sp~

The Kiva Club will sponsor a
bake sale on the mall today at
11:30 a.m. Pies, cookies, fried
bread, oven bread and America11
Indian pastry will be available.

ADULT THEATRE

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word l!linimum ( $1.40) per time ru!'· If ad " . to
run five or more consecutlvc days With
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
per word and the minimum nwnbet· of
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be l!JRde in
full prior to insertion of ndvertlSement.
WHERE: .Tournalism Bui1ding. R?om
159, afternoons preferably or mnd.

zine needs fiction, art. poetry, etc.
Deadline Oct. 30. Rm. 205 Journalism
Bldg.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.

kopy korner

Blood l'lnsmn Donors Needed l

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

THUNDEnBIR::~D::-"'-:l:;'it"'er'"'a:.;cy_a_nd7~-a-r:-t-m~ag:=-a

UNM has joined a Consortium,
established by the Institute of
International Education, which

sands of tapcs to choosr from-

256-7241

llllllllllllllillllillllllillllilllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliTIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIEiilllllliiiU

Consortium

Thou-

look for the orange bldg.

Repair & !\faintcnancc
on all foreign cars

Bake Sale

Complete 1"cc01'dino, rc7JUi1· and
installation

Calling U

$CASH$

fathers ( 86 percent saw college
primarily as an avenue for
improvement of economic status).
The smallest differences were
among upper status women
students and their parents. 37
percent of the students in this
group, 36 percent of the!r
mothers and 42 percent of their
fathers felt the women were
attending college for economic or
vocational rea~ons.

liEAD-ih-~~;-·iirn-;;-fuf~-;:- ~;;-;rndes

Sen. McGovern

$1.00 to $5.77

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT-- TIMES STARTING-~--
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WEEKLY EARNINGS

1307 Ccntrnt N.E.

showing up in vague but insistent
student demands that the
University somehow become more
"meaningful," he adds.
"The very diffuseness of this
student unrest may well reflect
the more complex and diffuse
satisfactions that today's youth
are groping for, in contrast to the
more narrowly conceived
educational goals that sufficed for
their parents," his article
concludes.
The students' views were found
by Meier to persist whether
students were from upper, middle
or lower status levels, or, to some
extent, whether they were males
or females.
Parents' views, however, varied
in several ways.
·
The higher the class status of
parents, the less likely they would
emphasize economic values of
college. Fathers were consistently
more prone than mothers to value
college for its economic potential.
The greatest difference in
points of view was between male
students from lower status
families (51 percent had an
economic orientation) and their

Sen. George McGovern,
D-South Dakota, will be in
Albuquerque Friday campaigning
for incumbent Sen. Joe Montoya.
McGovern will arrive at the
Sunport at 12:23 p.m. on
Continental Flight 133. A short
press conference is slated for the
VIP room. The Senator will then
come to the Union ballroom for
an informal rap session with
students.
He will be present at the UN
Association's 25th Anniversary
Banquet in the ballroom from
6:15 to 6:40 p.m. Then will go to
civic auditorium for a Montoya
rally beginning at 7 :30. McGovern
will speak about 9 p.m. from a
prepared text.

POSTERS

4. For Rent

Differences among college
education goals between UNM
students and their parents may be
related to student unrest and
campus rebellion, according to a
UNM associate professor of
sociology.
Harold C. Meier reports in the
winter 1970, issue of "Sociology
of Ed~cation" that a majority of
UNM students of both sexes
interviewed in his study saw the
main purpose of their college
education in "expressive" terms,
emphasizing liberal education
aims, socio-humanistic aims and
personal happiness.
Their parents, as perceived by
the students, are more likely to
see a college education as an
investment in socio-economic
improvement, economic security
or vocational preparation.
The students interviewed were
undergraduates at UNM during
the spring semesters of 1965,
1966 and 1967.
.
"One question raised by the
present investigation," Meier says,
"is whether, historically, there
may be developing pressures for a
shift in emphasis between the
'training' and 'liberal education'
functions of colleges and
universities.
Stu dent unrest and campus
rebellions very likely reflect some
such shift in value emphasis,

The Student Veteran
Association will meet tonight at 8
in the Union, room 250-C.

·Tapes from
2. lost & Found
6. Employment

Report Links Campus Unrest, Goals

Vets Association

STROBE.LIGHTS
BLACK._LIGHTS

Middle Earth

ASUNMPark

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if same ad runs flve or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)

Speaker's Committee
There will be a Speaker's
Committee meeting on the second
floor of the Union at 1:30 p.m.
today.

The Middle Earth Room will
not open Friday, as previously
reported. The room will have a
grand opening on Halloween night
Parapsychology
Student response to a new with a big party.
A II interested persons may
course in parapsychology and the
occult sciences at UNM indicates a contact Don Lindsley through
strong interest in para psychic ASUNM.
phenomena and the occult.
Teachers Evaluation
The 20 class cards for the
Students
are needed from the
undergraduate seminar were taken
colleges
of
Engineering and
almost as soon as registration
Business and Administrative
opened.
The one-hour course is Sciences to help in Teacher
budgeted from a memorial gift Evaluation.
If interested contact Ernest
honoring Jon Joseph Salat, who
Kilker
at the ASUNM offices on
died earlier this year in an auto
Wednesday between 1 and 3 p.m.,
accident.
or call 277-4406.

The key to successful funding
of higher education is often the
same key that opens the locker
room door.

CLA§§KJFKED
ADVERTK§KNG

sponsors a semester or academic
year of study at the Pontifica
Universidad Catolica del Peru and
at the Institute Cultural Peruano
Norteamericano in Lima.
Deadline for filing applications
with the UNM International
Office, 1717 Roma, N .E.
The program will begin
functioning in February, 1971.
Approximately 30 students who
have completed at least one and a
half years of undergraduate study,
have above average academic
standing and sufficient
competency in Spanish will be
accepted into the program.
The cost for the spring semester
is $1825. This includes round-trip
air transportation from Miami to
Lima, room & board, all tuition
and fees.

Parents See College Differently
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ASUNM FILM
~

EMPLOYMENT
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COMMITTEE

Fri., Sat., & Sun.
7 & 10 pm oct. 23, 24, 25
$1.00 & I.D.
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PART TIME SALES. Good money. Long
hnir ok. Cnll Ston nt 268-39C6, 10/26

7)

!\'TISCELLANEOUR

DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE: com·
pl~te line of orgnnie Products including
foocl supplements, skin car(l a'ld nou ..
polluting clennser.s. Also retail snles. 842-·
5615 nftcr 6. 10/27
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Editorial:
Committees
Remain
Unfilled

students are attacking the
institutions governed by many of
those same ·committees.
For example, an applicant is still
needed for the Regents Interim
Committee-the committee which
hears decisions on appeal from
Student Standards.
Admittedly ASUNM is partly
xesponsible for this delay in getting

Students have been demanding a
voice in running their universities for
several years, but when we are
actually given a chance to
participate, we tum out to be
apathetic after all.
This is the sixth week of school
and ASUNM still has no applicants
for positions on five faculty-student
and six all-student committees.
Appointments are pending to 11
other all-student committees and five
faculty-student committees.
In some cases committees are
reluctant to function without the
ASUNM members (such as
Publications Board) and the whole
system bogs down.
Why then has it taken ASUNM so
long to fill committee vacancies?
Students are simply not applying
for committee positions, an area in
which students have a fairly strong
voice and a chance to work change.
We are treated to the sight of
ASUNM representatives actually
having to recruit students to serve on
committee, while at the same time

Bema:
Giving

A
Damn
By DEBORAH BRUNS
At the risk of alienating the droves
of people who are plaguing ASUNM
to be on committees, I feel I must
make one more feeble attempt to get
you fine people out there in
Universityland motivated and
activated.
Let's face it gang, you know and I
know, things don't get accomplished
by themselves. Or do they? To my
knowledge (limited though it is) they
do not. Sooo-we (meaning us, the
people, the student people), must do
them. Right? Fine. I hope we are all
of one accord on this point.
Now, being as 1) things don't get
done by themselves, and 2) it takes
people to do them, it follows that 3)
in order for the office of public
affairs (and truth squad and public
relations, and high school
recruitment, and information
bureau, and speakers bureau) to get
anything accomplished, we need
people. People we don't got. Need
50, have five. Ah, you notice this
may create a problem. The problem
being: no interest, no office.
I'm a firm believer in the president
of this noble student body being able
to work on student problems. Alas,
he can't always do that. Why not,
you say? I'll tell you. Because he has
to spend all his time liaisoning for
the University! Why? So you people
can have more money, more classes,
more classrooms, more services,
more professors... You see, most of

appointments made. ASUNM has
applicants who have not been
interviewed as fast as they should
have been. Appointments are
pending for 16 committees, some as
important as Student Court, Student
Standards and Curricula Committee.
But student government is not
entirely to blame. The mechanisms
for interviewing and screening

applicants are now in full swing-but
th€'re are no applicants at all for 11
different cimmittees.
Students often complain that the
system isn't accessible. But through
the committee system w:e have. a
chance to participate and if we don't
take it, we have only ourselves to
blame.
Sue Major

Order Forbids Criticism of Kent Report

'James L. Buckley Step Forward And Be Appointed First Mate-Whoever You Are ... '
~ift.J~~Oi?C

Cl((lllf

our money comes from the world
outside the University. The more
that outside world likes us, the more
money. I personally think we're
pretty likeable. Granted, sometimes
one must dig for the good points,
but they're there. Public Affairs is
supposed to "find it and flaunt it."
We can't do that if there's no office.
If there's no office, the president of
ASUNM must do it.
How, in God's name, do you
expect the community to have any
attitude toward UNM, much less a
favorable attitude, if the students
take no interest whatever in the
matter. If you don't expect them
(the community) to, then don't
bitch because there's no money,
which in turn means no grass (the
green stuff, comes in blades), no
trees, no classes, no profs, not
enough services and so on.
We have sent (or are sending) 300
to 400 letters to all sorts of people in
the state. The response has been
quite favorable. The citizens of this
state are not bad at all. All they
wanted was a chance to give you a
chance. I gave them their chance,
and they have responded. The rest is
up to you.
Those of you who complain about
the people running student
government are totally out of order.
Nobody agrees all of the time, and
everybody doesn't agree any of the
time, but ASUNM struggles on
without you, in spite of you, and
because of you (very few of you). If
people won't get in student
government because it is "lopsided"
(all one political group) then that is
very sad. If it is lopsided (and who
knows, no one has really given the
present government a chance), then
that is your fault.
If the campus is really that
divided, then that is your fault, too.
You will not get involved in any
way; you will not oppose, you will
not give support, you will not advise;
in short, you will not give a damn,
yet you rant and rave and cry and
complain when all is not Utopia. I'm
to the point were diplomacy appears
to do no good. So 1 say all this to
you, very tactlessly, in the hope that
you will get mad enough to do .
something about it. In the meantime,
to the few hardy souls who are in
student government, I say, more
power to us!

'I

i

I

The ASUNM Senate last night
passed the following resolution:
"The Student Senate of UNM
declares our solidarity with our
brothers and sisters being arrested
for their part in a just and legitimate
demonstration at Kent State against
the American involvement in
Southeast Asia and expresses oul"
revulsion at the repressive and
reactionary practices being delivered
upon the people of that campus and
all campuses. Only in America are
you shot at and then arrested for

attorneys ranged from "blatantly
unconstitutional" to "the queerest
violation of the first amendment I've
ever heard of."
Portage County Judge Edwin
Jones issued the order Monday. Two
suits opposing the order were
quickly filed by the American Civil
'Liberties Union (ACLU) of Ohio and ·
Kent State University.
The ACLU asked a federal court in
Cleveland for an immediate
preliminary injunction on the order.

Morgan Seeks Moratoriu_m

~~t,r in the way when the guns go
,,

A copy of the resolution is being

I
I

sent to the student body president of
Kent State who was recently arrested
for the part he allegedly played in
last May's disturbance on that
campus.
----~-:---:(=UP!) A
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Across the
Great
Divide
By JIM PENSIERO
If watching inebriated joy and
manifested frustration brings out the
true DeSade in your jaded spirit, you
belong at La Posada dining hall at
lunch time. The delicious three-star
meals served there are in themselves
worth the trip, with such delicacies
as the famed hot turnkey sandwich,
purloin stakes and track meet undex
glass tickling the palates of
discriminating students.
But for real pleasure seekers the
delight of La Posada lies not in the
taste tempting entrees but down
below in the mail room. Deep in the
catacombs of this neolithic monster
the daily flow of bills, Dear- Arnie I've - found - a - new -toots letters,
and trivia from the family flow with
the dependibility of the New Haven
R.R.
The sweet utterances of those on
the receiving end mingle freely with
the disturbed murmers of the
non-participants. They wonder out
loud if perhaps the post office is
relieving them of their
correspondence or if that heavily
scented piece of phallic tittilation
Phyllis sent has found it's way into
the hands of the smiling mail clerk
who presumably liberates its
contents in the privacy of his
boud0ir. Even such things as three
corsets from the Young Hussy
Shoppe that you told mom to send
you in an unmarked brown package
are accepted with glee. At least
some0ne cares.
This is dedicated to all of you who
feel inadequate when your
roommate sniffs his mail in front of
your face and, seeing you smirk,
xelives his past adventures with
vivacious Vivian. So what if you ·
don't hear from your sunshine ,
patriot friends, for all you know ·

they're worse off than you are and if
you tell yourself that enough you
might believe it. The following
excerpts, good for a few tears or fish
wrapping par excellence, were for
the most part lifted from mail sent
by friends who have the luck to be in
the same type of situation as I. The
names have been deleted to protect
anyone who needs sheltering.
" ... You're not the only one with
a poor sex life. I've never seen so
many horny people in my life than
when I see these kids a their schools.
It's unbelievable. They've all got a
funny hungry look in their eyes.
Especially the Rutgers guys. It's like
Wildwood all over again."-Genus
Frigindus Hornus Frustratus.
" . . . I don't know whether I
should give you all sorts of college
advice or not. Probably not.
Anyway, my advice would be don't
ask for any advice. Just hang loose
and you'll make it. And if it's ever a
question of going to class stoned or
not going, go stoned. If it's ever a
question of getting stoned or going
to class, get stoned and then go to
class . . . "-Cannabis sativa, genus
smokus dipius: Lotus Eater first
class.
"DearesL Jim,
"You little M.F. Your letter was
so sweetly calculated to make me
feel insignificant I feel like hopping a
plane to UNM and smashing your
face in ... " -Genus antedeluvianus
argumentus; I wonder if I'm going
home at Thanksgiving.
" ... When Mayall came on I nearly
died. He had two new Americans
backing him up and thatwasit.He
did nothing but cuts from his new
album which were good but I was
still disappointed ... " -Groupus
indintificatus, genus heavius et
strobus lightum.
" ... I intend to get you more
un'derwear. Maybe some is even
uplltairs. I will check. Oh yes, Ben
misses your horsing around. He
especially sends his love ... "
-Jockus shortus-a-um - Thank God
I still carry handkerchiefs.
"Birthday Greetings From
Rom.e"-You can't make up funny
Latin names about a grandmother
who isn't in Rome, and sends you a
doHar when it's not even your
birthday.
Lord, Lord, why hast thou
forsaken me at mail time?

RAVENNA, Ohio
- n
ordex prohibiting criticism of a
special grand jury report on the Kent
State University student killings, was
t
l al
the subject of a eg con roversy
We~~=sd:!ct'er prohibits Kent State
President Robert I. White and other
principals from criticizing the report.
Comments on the order from Ohio

N E
lVI E

This was denied but a hearing was set
for Oct. 29 on a request for a
permanent injunction.
Jones said Wednesday he would
delay the hearing on the Kent State
suit in his court until after the
federal hearing was concluded.
The order, issued Monday, stated:
"The special grand jury witness,
Robert I. White, president of Kent
State University, may hold one press
conference and one student

.

Craig Morgan, who was indicted Tuesday by a ~and Jury for his
part in the Kent State riots, has called for a moratormm of classes on
Friday.
Morgan, the student body president at Ke?t, was ~mong the 10
arrested thus far for inciting to riot by a special grand Jury set up to
investigate the shootings last May. The. same gran~ jury recently
absolved the national guard for theirpart m the ~hootmgs. .
.
ASUNM President Eric Nelson smd that he did not receive notice
of the moratorium until Tuesday night and although he wante~ to
set up a discussion group, he was unable to because of the time
factor.
Harold Lavender, vice president for student ~fairs, had no
previous knowledge of the proposed boycott but smd that such a
plan served no u.s~f:ul purpose. He later added that if any student felt
tpat strongliV' -abo\.i:t ·Kent. State they should cut classes but that he
cpuldn):-f6.ndone the cu~~~.s classes will be on Friday.
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conference at which time he may
comment in general on the portions
of the report of the special grand
jury pertaining to the administration
of Kent State University, both past
and present, but said witnesses shall
refrain from any critical comment
regarding his testimony or the
testimony of any other witness
before said grand jury or any other
proceedings of the special grand
jury."
All participants in the case were
ordered by Jones not to comment
and particularly not to criticize the
report.
'fhe special grand jury conducted
a month-long investigation into the
Kent State disorders which ended
with the killing of four students by
Ohio National Guardsmen and the
wounding of nine others.
The report by the grand jury
absolved the guard of any
wrongdoing and said the troops had
fired in "self defense." No guard
troops were wounded.
The grand jury indicted 25
persons and placed "the major
responsibility" for the killings on the
"permissive" attitude of the
university's administration.
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'People's Park' Needs Laborers
Students Urged to Participate in Construction
Construction of the People's Park could
start any time. But the ground-breaking
hinges on student response.
"Our biggest expense now is labor. But if

the asphalt removed-contest or not.. "I
thin}{ the site should be kept as a parkmg
lot. There's a bad enough parking problem as
it is now," one student said. "Most students
• 1 won't take care of it. I don't see the point in
~: a~re ~~ts~~~u;~;t~~~~'vs~~n;e;~·H:~~. it-we already have Yale Park," another
c
"tt
added.
member of the Campus Planning ommr ee.
Even though there is some opposition, it
The People's Park Project is funded by an isn't often that students have anything to
ASUNM appropriation. "Any donations of say about construction of the facilities they
equipment would really help us. We've use. The administration hasn't been involved
already gotten a discount on the sprinkler in the park project. "If you think the site
system through a student who has some should remain a parking lot, talk to Eric
connections. And we're considering a Nelson about it. He's the one who's pushing
possible donation of tree:. ftom the National it " state Vice President for Student Affairs
Forest Service," explained Hogg.
Harold Lavender.
While Lavender agrees with the movement
To begin the actual construction of the
park, a contest between the physical plant to beautify the campus, he's not too
and students has been suggested. "Everyone optimistic about student interest in the park.
would get out on the park site and start "The People's Park is a good idea
digging up the asphalt. At the end of a symbolically, and it would be nice to have a
two-hour period, we would see who dug up park on campus, but I don't think students
the most-the students or the physical will really take advantage of it."
plant," said Frank Lihn, ASUNM vice
If everything goes according to plan, the
president.
park should be ready for the people next
But some students would rather not see spring, Hogg said.

Cooperation for Poll Asked
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The ASUNM Statistics Committee will
be surveying students this week to get
information to fight proposed tuition
increases m1d to find out which ASUNM
and administrative services students use.
Students will be polled by telephone, in
person, or by mail: .Respm~ses will. be
anonymous and pnvtleged mformat10n.
Students are urged to cooperate with the
committee.
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A recommendatiOn to raise tmtwn 20
percent over the next two years was
approved earlier this year by the Board of
Educational Finance (BEF).
The xecommendation, if approved by

the legislature, woul.d raise tui~i~n 10
percent in 1971-72 with the. remammg 10
percent increase the followmg ~ear. The
increase would affect both resident and
non-resident students.
"The recommendation was approved by
the board be~ause of the ~ising cost .of
education," said Sherman Smith, UNM vice
president for administration.
The BEF will draft its budget during a
meeting in Santa Fe Nov. 20-21.
. .
.
For more mform_atwn about the survey,
ple~se call Sue Pwkett at the ASUNM
offwes, 277-4406.

